1. Introduction and summary of results. Lubkin [6] has defined the category Sf of spaces and contiguous functions. A space is a set X with a contiguity (filter of entourages in X), and if X and Y are spaces, a function/: X-> Y is contiguous provided that for each entourage v e contig Y, f(ux) <= vf(x) for some u e contig X for all xe X. (ux={y e X : (x, y) e u}.) Thus the categories % of uniform spaces and Ü of quasi-uniform spaces (Pervin [7] ) are subcategories of £?. Moreover, Carver [2] had defined the category 3P<^Sf of pseudo-uniform spaces. Since a quasi-uniform space is a pseudo-uniform space (Carver [2] and Theorem 2.1) the hierarchy tcácá'cy of subcategories of Sf results. The method of generating topologies from uniformities is applicable to generating a topology T(C) from a contiguity C. The assignments (X, C) ->• (X, T(C)) and f-yf is a functor T: Sf -> $~ where 3~ is the category of topological spaces. Several examples of functors in a class SF of functors F: ST -> Sf such that TF= 1 are given in §2. Some of the properties of these functors are examined in §2 also. For instance, each functor in !F preserves the property of connectedness (although T does not).
If m is an entourage in X,x,ye Zthen a u-edgepath from x to y is a finite sequence x(l), x(2),..., x(n) of points in X such that x(l) = x, x(n)=y and uxm n uxa + »¥=0 for i=l,..., n-l. Thus a space (X, C) is connected iff for each pair x, ye X and each ueC there is a w-edge path from x to y (Lubkin [6] ). In §3, an equivalence relation is defined on the set of «-edge paths from x to y. An edge path from x to y is a collection {au : ue C} where au is a «-edge path from x to y and such that for u, ve C,u<=v, au and av are equivalent ¡>edge paths. (au is a priori a y-edge path.) Two edge paths from x to j are equivalent iff they are equivalent component-wise. The formation of the edge path group E(X, x0) of a pointed space (X, C, x0) is similar to that of ttx(X, x0) in a topological setting ( §4). Moreover, a contiguous function /: (X, x0) -*(Y,y0) induces a homomorphism /*: E(X, x0) -> E(Y, y0) in such a way that the assignments (X, C, x0) ->-E(X, x0),/-^/define a covariant functor £ from the category of pointed spaces to the category of groups. Some examples of edge path groups and several counterexamples are given in §5.
The functor E can be composed with functors from !F to obtain a family of covariant functors from the category of pointed topological spaces to the category Presented to the Society, January 26, 1966 under the title, The edge-path group and Cech homology groups of a generalized uniform space; received by the editors July 18, 1966. 387 existence of such a sequence implies the existence of a nonnegative real-valued function d on Xx X such that d(x, y) + d(y, z)7zd(x, z) for all x, y, z e X and such thatw0^v(l)=>w1^v(2)=> • • ■ where v(i) = {(x,y) : f/(x,>')<2-i} (Kelley [5, Lemma 6.12, p. 185] ). Thus each of the v(i)'s is in C and if y e v(2)x, select a positive integer p such that v(p)y <= v(2)x. Thus v (2) is an open entourage contained in w.
Example 2.1 (Carver [2] ). There are contiguities which are not pseudo-uniformities. Let X be the set of real numbers and C be the collection of all entourages u of the form : ux is a neighborhood of x in the usual topology if x is irrational and ux is the set of rationals if x is rational.
Moreover, there are pseudo-uniformities which are not quasi-uniformities (Examples 2.2, 2.4).
If C is a pseudo-uniformity for X, then the topology T(C) generated by C is Tx iff H u=A, and is Hausdorff iff Ç\u~x o w = A where each intersection is taken over all u e C. If C is a uniformity then (~\ w=A is equivalent to f) M_1 °u=A which is consistent with the well-known fact that Tx and Hausdorff are equivalent for uniform topologies (Kelley [5, p. 180 
]).
If u is an entourage in the contiguity C for X then Cl (u) (closure of u) is that for all ueC. Thus (f) «"1 ° u)x c (f) «)* for each iel Proposition 2.3 is consistent with the fact that regularity and Tx together imply Hausdorff.
Let (X, t) be a topological space and Q.(X, r) be the collection of all contiguities C for X such that T(C) = r. Then Ü.(X, r) is not empty for every topology t ; in fact, Pervin [7] has shown that Q(X, t) always contains a quasi-uniformity. The following examples of elements of Q(X, r) are used several times in the remaining sections of this paper.
Example 2.2 (Lubkin [6] ). Let P(t) be the contiguity consisting of all entourages u for which ux is a r-neighborhood of x. P(t) is the largest pseudo-uniformity in Q(X, t) and is not a quasi-uniformity. Example 2.3 (Pervin [7] ). For each open set Ser, let u(S) be the entourage in X for which u(S)x = S if x e S, u(S)x= X if x $ S. The collection {u(S) : S e t} is a subbase for a quasi-uniformity Q(t) g Q(X, t).
Example 2.4. For each T-neighborhood Sx of x e X, let u(Sx) be the entourage in A'for which u(Sx)y = Sx if y = x, u(Sx)y = Xify¥x.
The collection {u(Sx) : xe X, Sx is a r-neighborhood of x} is a subbase for a pseudo-uniformity Poí1") 6 ^(X, r). Moreover, P0(t) is the smallest pseudo-uniformity in Q(X, t).
Example 2.5. Suppose (X, t) is completely regular. The following uniformity is of particular significance below. Let M(X, I) be the set of continuous functions X -> I where 7 is the unit interval with the usual topology. For a e M(X, I) and £>0 let u(a; e) = {(x, y)e Xx X : \a(x) -a(y)\<e}. The collection {u(a; e) : a g M(X, I), e>0} is a base for a uniformity U(t) g C1(X, t). If (X, t) and ( Y, o) are topological spaces and /: X -> Y is continuous relative to t and o, then/is contiguous relative to P(t) and P(o) (Example 2.2), Q(t) and Q(o) (Example 2.3), and, if t and ct are completely regular, U(t) and U(o) (Example 2.5). Thus, if P(X,r) = (X,P(r)) and P(f)=f Q(X, r) = (X, Q(r)) and Q(f)=fi U(X,t) = (X,U(t)) and t/(/)=/, then P and Q are covariant functors 0~ -^-Sf and U is a functor from the subcategory of completely regular topological spaces to Sf. Iff: X -* T is a nontrivial, infinite to one continuous function relative to t and a, then/cannot be contiguous relative to P0(t) and P0(o); thus a functor cannot be derived from Example 2.4.
If {(Xa, Ca) : a e 7} is a collection of spaces, the product contiguity Cfor X=T~[ Xa is the smallest contiguity for which every projection pa: X-^-Xa is contiguous. C has a base of entourages u such that ux = C) u(a)x{a) where u(a) e Ca is Xa x Xa for all but finitely many ae I. Let r be the product topology for X derived from the topologies T(Ca). If each of the Ca's is a pseudo-uniformity then T(C) = t. In this sense, the functor T restricted to the subcategory 0 preserves products. Similarly, T restricted to 0 preserves category-theoretic subspaces and quotients.
Let ¡F be the collection of functors F: 0~ -* S* such that TF-1. (The functors P and Q defined above are in J*\) The functor P e 3F, for example, preserves quotients and subspaces ; however, P does not preserve products.
Example 2.6. Let 7 be the unit interval with the usual topology and let r be the product topology for 7x7. Let S(x, y; e) be the open sphere with radius e about (x, y)e Ixl, and u be the entourage such that u<x-y) = S(x, y; 1) if (x, y)e A and u<x,y) = S(x,y; \x-y\) if (x,y)$ A. Then ueP(r) but u is not in the product contiguity generated from P(a) where a is the usual topology for I.
Remark. If {(Xa, ra)} is a collection of compact, regular topological spaces, then the product (X, t) is compact and regular. Since in this case there is one and only one uniformity in Q.(X, t), U(t) = C where C is the product uniformity generated by the uniformities i/(ra).
Remark. For any collection {(A^, tJ} of topological spaces and any functor F e ^ we have F(t) => C since each projection pa : X -*■ Xa is contiguous relative to the contiguities F(t) and F(ra).
Let (X, C) be a space, xe X, and ueC. The u-component of x is the set of points y e X such that there is a «-edge path from x to y (Definition, §1). The quasicomponent of x is the intersection over all u e C of the «-components of x. (X, C) is connected provided that the quasi-component of a point x e X is X. Thus a space is connected iff for every pair x, y e X and every ueC, there is a «-edge path from x to y. (X, C) is locally connected iff C has a base B such that for each u e B, ux is a connected subspace for all xe X. The uniform space of rational numbers is connected. The functor T, therefore, does not preserve the property of connectedness. Indeed, if (A', t) is any topological space such that the cardinality of X is infinite, then (X, P0(r)) (Example 2.4) is connected.
A contiguity C for X is discrete provided that for each xe X, there is a u e C such that ux={x} and uy = X-{x} for all y e X with y ^ x. We note that 1. If C is discrete, then T(C) is the discrete topology.
2. If (X, t) is a discrete topological space with card (X) infinite, then P0(t) is not discrete although T(P0(t)) = t is discrete.
3. If (X, t) is a discrete topological space, there is a unique smallest discrete contiguity in Q(X, t) (generated by the subbase of entourages of the form ux={x}, uy = X-{x} if y¥=x). Remark. The requirement "uy = X-{x}" in the definition of a discrete contiguity insures that a discrete space is not connected. Theorem 2.4. Let (X, t) be a topological space and F e!F. F(r) is a discrete contiguity iff r is the discrete topology.
Proof. If F(r) is discrete, then t = TF(t) is discrete. Suppose t is discrete. Let x,a,be X with a ^ b. Let the function/* : X -> X be defined such that fx(y)={a} if y=x and fx(y)={b} if y¥=x. Since t is discrete, fx is continuous relative to r; hence, fx is contiguous relative to F(t). Since {a} and X-{a} are both open in t, there exists a v e F(t) such that va={a} and vb<=X-{a}. Since fx is contiguous, there is a hg/<Yt) such that fx(ux)<=vfxW = va = a and fx(uy)cvfxW = vb<^X-{a} for all y^x. These inclusions imply that ux={x} and wy<= .Y-{x} for all y e X-{x}; whence, the entourage w, where wx={x} and wy = X-{x} for j^x, is in F(t) because w contains u. Since x was an arbitrary point in X, F(t) is discrete.
It should be observed that if (X, C) is a space and A is a subset of X which is connected (in X), then any contiguous image of A is connected (in the image of X). In particular, the contiguous image of a connected space is connected. Before proceeding to show that functors in & preserve quasi-components, we give characterizations of quasi-components in terms of continuous and contiguous functions. Theorem 2.5 . Let (X, t) and (A, o) be topological spaces where A has at least two points and o is the discrete topology. Let {/« : a e 7} be the set of continuous functions from X to A, xeX, and Ma -{y '• fa(y)=fia(x)}-Then Qx, the quasicomponent ofx, is the intersection over I of the Mas.
Proof. We need only to show that {Ma : a e 1} exhausts the collection of clopen (closed and open) sets containing x. Since o is discrete, each Ma is clearly clopen.
On the other hand, if S<^ X contains x and is clopen, then the function/: X-+ A such that f(y) = ae A if ye S and f(y) = b ^ a if y $ S, is continuous. Thus, 5 is a member of {Ma : a el}. Theorem 2.6. Let (X, C) and (A, D) be spaces such that A has at least two points and Dis a discrete continguity. Let {fa : ae 1} be the set of contiguous functions from X to A, x g X, and Ma = {y : fa(y) =/>(*)}• Then Qx, the quasi-component of x, is the intersection of all the Ma's.
Proof. Let ueC and S be the «-component of x. Then /: X-+ A, where f(y) = aeA if yeS and f(y)=b^a if y$S, is contiguous; hence, Se{Ma : a e 1} and H Ma is contained in the intersection over C of the w-components of X; i.e., H W0côr
If y $ Ma for some a g 7, then fa(y)¥"fa(x). Let ve D such that va={a} and vb = A-{a} for all be A such that b^a, where a=fa(x). Let wgC such that fa(u¿)<^ Vfaiz) for all z e X. Since the image of the «-component of x under fa must be ^-connected, fa(z) = a for all z in the «-component of x. Thus, y is not the «-component of x, and therefore, is not in Qx. Thus, Qx^f) Ma. Theorem 2.7. (a) If(X, C) is any space and xe X, then the quasi-component ofx relative to T(C) is contained in the quasi-component of x relative to C, and (b) // (X, t) is any topological space and x e X, then the quasi-component ofx relative to r is the same as the quasi-component ofx relative to F(r)for any F e3F.
Proof, (a) Let (A, D) be a discrete space. Then T(D) is the discrete topology for A. Since Fis a functor, the collection of functions which are contiguous relative to C and D is contained in the collection of functions which are contiguous relative to T(C) and T(D). Thus, by the characterizations of the quasi-components of a point given in Theorems 2.6 and 2.7, the quasi-component of a point x e X relative to T(C) is contained in the quasi-component of x relative to C. (b) By part (a), the quasi-component of a point x relative to r=TF(r) is contained in the quasicomponent of x relative to F(t). By an argument which is similar to the proof of part (a), the quasi-component of x relative to F(t) is contained in the quasicomponent of x relative to t.
Corollary, (a) If (X, C) is a space and X is connected relative to the topology T(C), then X is connected relative to the contiguity C, and (b) if(X, t) is a topological space and Fe^, then X is connected relative to F(r) iff X is connected relative to t.
3. Coherently connected spaces. Let (X, C) be a space, ueC, and x, yeX. A «-edge path from x to y was defined in §1. Two «-edge paths a=a(l),..., a(n) and b = 6(1),..., b(m) from x to y are simply related provided that one of the following conditions holds :
(1) a = b. (2) there is an integer j such that ubU-X)r\ub<nr\ubUJrX^0 and 6 (1),...,
(3) b can be obtained from a in the manner of (2). a and b are equivalent provided there exists a finite sequence c1, c2,..., c" of «-edge paths, each from x to y, such that c' and c'+1 are simply related for i=l,..., p-l. We shall denote such an equivalence by "a~A (mod«)" or by simply "a~6" when there is no danger of confusion. If w, veC with u<=-v then any «-edge path is a priori a t^-edge path. An edge path from x to y is a collection {au : u e C} where au is a «-edge path from x to y and where if u, veC with w=^v then au~av (mod v). The space (X, C) is coherently connected (or edge path connected) provided that for each pair x, ye X there is an edge path from x to y. and attiw)~aa(v)r>alw) (mod a(w)). By Lemma 3.1, f(aa(v)) f(aaWna(w)) (mod p) and f(aam)~f(aa(v)na(w)) (mod w). The latter equivalence implies f(aaiW))~f(aaiv)naiw)) (mod v) and, by transitivity, f(a"m)~f(aa<v)) (modi>).
Thus {/(<*"<",) : v e D} is an edge path from/(r) to f(s). Let (X, C) be a space, ueC, x, y, ze X, and a = a(l),..., a(n) and b=b(l),..., b(m) be u-edge paths from x to y and y to z, respectively. Then a * b = a(l),..., a(ri), b (2) (1) b(jù = b(l)=x and 60;+i) = 6(w)=>'- (2) b(jk) 6 Katt-l) <"> "a(fc), k = 2,...,n.
(3) bk = b(jk), b(jk+l),..., b(jk + x) is a r-edge path in the subspace «0(fc) for &=1,..., n.
Note that b = bx * Ä2 * * bn.
Lemma 3.3. Let (X, C) be a space, x, y e X, ue C, and a and b be u-edge paths from xtoy.Ifb is partitioned in a then b~a.
Proof. Let a = a(l),..., a(n) and b = b(l),..., b(m), and b(jx),..., b(jn + x) be the subsequence of A satisfying (1), (2), and (3) of the definition above. The following sequence of w-edge paths from x to y renders a~b: (2),...,a(n). Theorem 3.4 . If the space (X, C) is connected and locally connected and C has a countable base, then (X, C) is coherently connected.
Proof. Let B=v(l), v (2),... be a countable base for C such that v(j)=>v(j+1).
(If B1 = vx, v2,... is any countable base, let B=vx, vx n v2,....) Let D be a base for C such that for each u e D, ux is a connected subspace for each x e X. Let u(j)e D such that wO')CüC/) f°r7 = 1, 2,.... Let x, y e X and a1 be a «(l)-edge path from x to y. a1 is a priori a u(l)-edge path. Suppose that a «(j)-edge path a' from x to y has been constructed for y = 1,..., « such that a^a''1 (mod v(j-1)) fory= 2,...,«.
Since «(«)* is connected for all xe X, there exists a «(«4-l)-edge path a" +1 from xtoy such that a" + x is partitioned in the w(«)-edge path an (although an+1 may not be a w(«)-edge path). an + 1 is a t>(«4-l)-edge path, hence also a u(«)-edge path. Moreover, since a"*1 is partitioned in the u(«)-edge path an, an + 1~«n (mod v(n)), by Lemma 3.3. Thus there exists a sequence an: «=1,2,... where a" is a u(«)-edge path from x to y and a"~an_1 (mod v(n-1)). If w e C, let y(j)e B sucn that r(j) <= w and let a1" = a'. Then the collection {aw : w e C} is an edge path from x to j. Theorem 3.5. Let (I, r) be the unit interval with the usual topology, F a functor in & such that F(t) is a pseudo-uniformity for I. If a topological space (X, a) is path connected then (X, F(a)) is coherently connected.
Proof. It suffices to show that (7, P(t) ) is coherently connected, where P(t) is the largest pseudo-uniformity for 7 whose derived topology is t, since by Theorem 3.2, (I, F(t)) is coherently connected if (7, P(r) ) is, for any pseudo-uniformity F(t)c.P(t); and, if {au : u e F(t)} is an edge path from 0 to 1 in 7, w. I -> X is a path then tu and {au : ue F(t)} induce an edge path from tu(0) to tu(l) in X.
Let u, v e P(r) be such that ux and vx are open intervals for each x e I and such that act.
Let tel and au = a(l),..., a(ri), A" = 6(l),..., b(m) be u-and u-edge paths, respectively, from 0 to r. A «-edge path is in reduced form if it fails to be a «-edge path when any of its points are deleted. If a1 is the reduced form of the «-edge path a then a1 ~ a. We assume that au and bv above, as r-edge paths, are in reduced form. This assumption and the notation (a¡, a') for the interval vaW, (b}, bJ) for the interval vbU) imply that (1) a{<at + x and a'<ai + 1 i=l,..., n-1. (2) 6J<6J + iand6í<6í + 1 y'=l,..., w-1. Let ki be the smallest integer for which va,ki) meets vbm. For example, kx = l, k2=l and in general, kiSkl + x. Consider the u-edge path c = a(l), 6(1), a(l), 6(2), a(2),6(2),..., a(j3-l), 6(2), a(j3), 6(3), a(j3+l), 6(3),..., a(j±-l), 6(3), a(j,), 6(4) ,..., a(jm), b(m). The conditions (1) and (2) insure that for each triad of successive points of the form a(j), b(i), a(k) or b(j), a(i), b(k), vaU) Pi vbW n vaik) and ty>o) n Venn n vHk) are not empty. Thus deleting successively each b(j) from c gives a sequence of ¡>edge paths which renders c equivalent to a t>-edge path which con-tains no points of bv and repetitions of points of au. Since the latter t;-edge path is equivalent to au, c~au (mod v). Similarly c~bv (mod v), whence au~bv (mod v).
Let B be a base for P(t) such that for each ue B,ux is an open interval for each xe7. Let {au : ue B} be any collection of finite sequences in I such that au is a «-edge path from 0 to t. If u, v e B and u<=v then, by the preceding paragraph au~av (mod v). If weP(r), let ueB such that u^w. Define aw = au, thus aw is, in particular, a w-edge path from 0 to t. The collection {aw : w e P(t)} of sequences formed in this way is an edge path from 0 to t. It follows that (7, P(t) ) is coherently connected.
4. The edge path group. Let (X, C) be a space, x, y e X, and ue C. Let xu be the «-edge path {x} and if a = a(l), ..., a(n) is a «-edge path from x to y, let a~1 = a(n),..., a(l). Then a * a~1~xu and a'1 * a~yu; moreover, for any «-edge Proof. The existence of a function a satisfying K follows from the hypothesis that / is contiguous. That {f(aa(v)) : v e D} is an edge loop at y0 follows from the proof of Theorem 3.2 and it is straightforward argument to show that /* is a homomorphism. If a, ß: D-> C are functions satisfying K, let y(v) = a(v) n ß(v) for each v e D. Then ay(v)~aaW (mod a(v)) and ayiv)~aeiv) (mod ß(v)), whence f(aa(v))~f(aHv))~f(aecv)) (mod v) and {f(aa{v)) : v e D}~{f(aeiv)) : v e D}. Thus the definition off* does not depend on the choice of a function satisfying K. Remark. If/: (X, x0) -> (Y, y0) and g: (Y, y0) ->-(Z, z0) are contiguous, then (g °f)*=g* °f*, and 1* = Ie(.x,c,x0)-Thus E, where E assigns a pointed space (X, C, x0) to the group E(X, C, x0) and a contiguous function / to the homomorphism/*, is a covariant functor from the category Sf* of pointed spaces to the category ^ of groups.
Example 5.4 shows that the group E(X, C, x0) may depend on the base point x0. However, Theorem 4.2. If (X, C) is coherently connected and x0, xx e X, then E(X, C, x0) is isomorphic to E(X, C, xx).
Proof. (The proof is analogous to the proof of the independence of ttx(X, x0) of the base point when X is a path connected topological space.)
Let Remark. A space (X, C) is an elementary space provided C has a single entourage as a base. Let (X, C) be an arbitrary space and let Xu = (X, Cu) be the elementary space for which Cu is generated by an entourage u e C. If u, v e C with u<^v, then lx^ Xu-> Xv is contiguous. Let C be partially ordered by: u^v iff «<=f. The collection {(Xu, 1 s) : u e C} is a projective limit system whose projective limit is (X, C). Thus every space is the projective limit of a collection of elementary spaces. The w-component EU(X, x0) of the edge path group E(X, C, x0) may also be interpreted as the edge path group of the elementary pointed space (X, Cu, x0). is commutative.
5. Examples. The usual uniformity C for the plane R2 is generated by the base {u(n) : n= 1,...} of entourages where for each x g R2, u(n)x = {y : d(x, y)< l/n}. Subspaces of (R2, C) are used in several of the examples which follow.
Example 5.1. Let Q2 be the subspace of (R2, C) consisting of all points whose coordinates are rational. Then Q2 is connected, locally connected, coherently connected, and E(Q2,p) = l for any p e Q2.
Example 5.2. Let 5 be the subset of R2 consisting of the unit circle with the point (1, 0) deleted. If Cx is the relative uniformity, then, since none of the groups Euin)(S,p) "see" the hole in S, Euin)(S,p)=Z, n=\,..., and E(S,Cx,p)=Z. On the other hand, let t be the topology for X inherited from the usual topology of the plane. Let v be the entourage in 5 such that vx=wxr\ S where wx is a neighborhood of x in R2 which misses (1, 0) . The collection of entourages in the pseudo-uniformity P(t) (Example 2.2) which are contained in v is a base for P(r), and for each such entourage u, Eu(S,p) = l. Thus E(S, P(t), p)= 1. Hence, if Cx and C2 are different contiguities derived from the same topology, E(X, Cx, p) and E(X, C2, p) are not generally the same.
Example 5.3. For each positive integer n, let S(n, l/n) be the open disc about (n, 0) with radius l/n. Let S=R2-\J£=X S(n, l/n) and let Cx be the relative uniformity for S inherited from (R2, C). Each group Eum(S,p) fails to "see" a hole of radius less than l/n. Thus if m>n, the canonical homomorphism
is not a monomorphism. Euin)(S,p) is finitely generated but E(S, Cx,p) is not.
Example 5.4. LetLx={(x,y) e R2 : y=0, x^0},L2 = {(x, y)e R2 : y=l, x^O}, Sn = {(x,y)eR2 : x = n, OgyS 1}-{(x, y) : x = n, 0<y< l/(n+ 1)}, n = 0, 1, 2,..., K={(x, y) : y = 3/4, 1 ^x^2} and let S=LxvL2kj ((J"=o Sn) u K (see diagram).
Let S have the relative uniformity Cx inherited from (R2, C). For each positive integer m, there is a u(m)-edge path from (0, 0) to (0, 1) through the segment Sm; hence S is connected. S is not locally connected. Let au(n) be a u(n)-edge path from (0, 0) to (0, 1) for n = 1, 2, 3, -For each n, a"(B) is through a segment Sm where m^n. Let k=m+ 1. Then au(W is through a segment Sp wherep^k and, in particular, k ^ m. Thus, u(k) <= u(n) but au(W is not equivalent to au(n) (mod u(n)). Therefore, S cannot be coherently connected.
Each group Euin)(S, x), for any x e S, has infinitely many generators ; although if xeLx, E(S, Cx, x) is trivial and if x e S-Lx, E(S, Cx, x)=Z. Thus, if (X, C) is not coherently connected, the edge path group depends on the base point. Moreover, this example also shows that the canonical homomorphisms 4>u^m)u<n), m>n, need not be epimorphisms.
Example 5.5. Let S be the graph of j = sin 1/x, 0<x5j 1 and the point (0, 0) and let t be the relative topology for S. Let S0 = {(x, y) e S : 2/n < x S 1} and S-{(^)eS:(W^<X-(2ÄrJ for/: =1,2,3,....
Let u be an entourage in S such that w(0i0) is the intersection of S with the rectangle {(x, y) : \x\ < 1/4, \y\ < 1/4} and if p e Sk then u" is the intersection of S with an open disc dp about p where dp meets neither Sk + X nor Sk_x ifp is an interior point of Sk, and dv has radius less than 1/8 and does not meet Sk + X ifp = (2/(2k-l)w+ 1).
Let au = a(l),..., a(n) be a «-edge path from (0, 0) to a point p e S, p^(0, 0). Assume a (2) e Sk. Let v be the entourage in S for which vx = ux if x^(0, 0) and i^co) is the intersection of S with the open rectangle {(x, y) e R2 : x < 2/(2k + 3)tt, y<l/4}. Then v and u are entourages in the pseudo-uniformity P(t) and v=-u. If «" is any r-edge path from (0, 0) to p then av must pass through Sk + X, and hence cannot be equivalent to au (mod u). Therefore (S, P(t)) is not coherently connected.
The collection of entourages in P(t) which are contained in « is a base for P(t). For each such entourage w, EW(S, p) has infinitely many generators for any p e S, although E(S, P(t), p) is trivial. 6 . The edge path group as a topological invariant. Let EF be the composition of E with a functor F g J5" ( §2). Then for each F g IF, EF is a functor from the category of pointed topological spaces to the category of groups. Theorem 6.1. Let Cx and C2 be contiguities for X such that CX<=C2. There exists an epimorphism tp: E(X, C2, x)-> E(X, Cx, x) where xe X.
Proof. The homomorphism ip is derived from the inclusion function i: Cx -*■ C2 and Theorem 4.3.
Corollary.
If F is a functor in IF such that F(t) is a pseudo-uniformity for X for any topological space (X, t), then there is a natural transformation from the functor EP to EF where P is the functor of Example 2.2.
If u is an entourage in X, then {ux : xe X} is a cover of X which will also be denoted by u. If u and v are entourages in X such that w=v, then u refines v, but the converse is not true. A contiguity C for X may also be ordered by refinement and by the preceding statement, the inclusion order relation on C is properly contained in the refinement order relation on C. If « and v are entourages in X such that u refines v, a projection of u onto risa function p: {ux : x e X} ^-{vx : xe X} such that ux^p(ux) for every xe X. If a=a(l),..., a(n) is a sequence of points in X and p : u -> v is a projection, let p(a) = 6(1),..., 6(«) where p(uaii)) = vb(i), i=l,...,n.
Theorem 6.2. Let (X, C, x) be a pointed space and u,veC such that u refines v. If p: u^-v is a projection, then p*: p(a(l) ),..., p(a(n)), x] for each u-edge loop a at x. Moreover, if q: u -> v is also a projection, q*=p*.
Proof. Since uxr\uy^0 implies p(ux) np(uy)^0, p(a) is a u-edge path, although not necessarily a t>edge loop at x. Since xeux <^p(ux), x, p(a), x is a u-edge loop at x; thus, p*([a]) e EV(X, x). If a and b are simply related «-edge loops at x, then x, p(a), x and x, p(b), x are simply related u-edge loops. It follows that p* is a function. Since x, p(a), p(b), x~x, p(a), x, x, p(b), x (mod v), p* is a homomorphism.
Let?: u -> v be a projection also, and let a = a(l),..., a(«) be a «-edge loop at x. The sequence of u-edge loops
x, q(a(l)),..., q(a(n)), p(a(n)), x x,q(a(l)),...,q(a(n)),x renders x, p(a), x~x, q(a), x (mod v). It follows from this that q*([a])=p*([a]). Theorem 6.3. Let (X, C, x) be a pointed space and let C be partially ordered by refinement. The collection {(EU(X, x), pm) : u, v e C, u refines v and puv : « -> u is a projection} is aprojective system over C whose projective limit Er(X, C, x) is naturally isomorphic to E(X, C, x). Proof. The collection described in the theorem is clearly a projective system. If C denotes the contiguity C ordered by refinement, then j: C -+ C: u^-u and 1 : EHu)(X, x) = Eu(X, x) -> EU(X, x) constitute a map tu: {(EU(X, x), Puv) : u,ve C} -*■ {(EU(X, x), </>m) : u, v e C} which in turn induces an isomorphism between the projective limits of these systems.
Corollary
1. The restrictions of the functions EP and EQ (see Examples 2.2 and 2.3) to compact, pointed topological spaces are naturally equivalent.
Proof. Let (X, t, x) be a compact, pointed topological space. By Theorem 6.3, we need only show that Q(t) ordered by refinement is cofinal in P(t) ordered by refinement. Let u be an entourage in the pseudo-uniformity P(r) and let v e P(r) such that »cu and v is open relative to P(r). {vx : x e X} is an open cover of X. Let {vxa) : i= 1,...,«} be a finite subco ver and let vt be the entourage in the quasi-topology for Xx X) of the diagonal (Kelley [5, Theorem 29, p. 197] ). Let v be an entourage in P(t) such that v is open relative to P(t). Then {vx : x e X} is an open cover of X. Let 3 be the Lebesgue number of this cover and w be the entourage in A" for which wx = {y e X : d(x, y) < 8}. Then w is a neighborhood of the diagonal of Xx X and hence is in U(r). Moreover, w refines v; whence, U(t) is cofinal in P(t).
Let ttx(X, x) be the usual fundamental group of the pointed topological space (X, r, X). (1) h(wp)cvMp) for all pelxl, and (2) w<^u* where u* is the entourage in the product contiguity (which is contained in contiguity F(o*)) satisfying (u*\sA) = usxut where u e F(o) and oi(hs)c: vms), y(Ms)c^(s) for all ■*> teI-For eacn positive integer n, let ^l(ri) -{ut¡(n) : i, j=0, 1,..., 2"} be the cover of Ix I consisting of the rectangles uif(ri) = (Ixl)n{(s, t) : |j-//2»| á 1/2", \t-j/2n\ Z 1/2»}.
Then the diameter of «i;(«) is less than or equal to \/2/2n~1. Let 8 be the Lebesgue number of the open cover {wp :pelxl} and choose « so that \12¡2n~1<8. Then <^(«) refines the cover w. For each pair of integers (i,j) let (s(i), t(j)) e Ixl be such that %(«)<= w>(J(()>íü)). Let a} be the sequence (0, t(j)), (s(0), t(j)),..., (s(2n), t(j)), (1, t(j) ). For eachy=0,..., 2n, a, is a w-edge path since, for example, (0, t(j)) e W(o.io)) n H'wo,,«,,, and (j(í), /(;)) g wm>m n w(s(i + i)t(ü)). Moreover, A(a,) is a u-edge loop at x. The sequence of ¡>edge loops x, h(s(0), t(j)), h(s(l), t(j)),.. ., 6(5(2«) 
x, h(s(0), t(j+1)),..., 6(5(2"), t(j+ l))x renders h(a¡)~h(aj + x) (mod v), since for example Ks(i), t(J)) e"(w«i),to + i))) n "(W(S(i + i).«i+i)>) Theorem 6.5. Let (X, r) and (Y, a) be topological spaces, f, g: X-> Y be continuous, homotopic functions, x0eX, yx, y2 e Y such that yx=f(x0), y2=g(x0). Then there is an isomorphism i/> : E( Y, P(o), y2) -^ E( Y, P(a), yx) such that f* = ^og* where, for example, f* : E(X, P(r), x0) -> E( Y, P(o), yx).
Proof. Let 77: JSfx7-> Y be continuous and such that H(x, 0)=/(x), 7/(x, 1) =g(x). H is contiguous relative to the pseudo-uniformities P(r*) and P(a) where r* is the product topology. Let ß: P(a) ->■ P(t*) be a function such that ß(v) is open relative to P(t*) and H(ß(v)p) c vmp) for ail p e X x I and all v e P(o). Let {bu : u g P(p)} be an edge path in / from 0 to 1 where p is the usual topology for I. The injection e: I-> Xxl : e(t) = (x0, t) is continuous, hence contiguous relative to P(p) and P(r*). Let y : P(t*) -> P(p) be a function such that y(w) is an open entourage and e(y(w)t) c we(() for all tel and all w g P(t*). Let </> be the isomorphism generated by the edge path {He(b7/,iv)) : v e P(o)} from yx to y2. If {au : ue P(t)} is an edge loop at x0 in X and a : P(o) -*■ P(r) is a function such that /(a(p)*) c p/0e) and ^(«(y)^)c f9(X) for all Jtei and v e P(o), then we need only
show that/(aa(v,)~//e(Äyi(",) * g(«a(",) * He(bre{vy)-1 (mod p) for each veP(o).
Let p e P(o). Since {j3(t>)p : p g A"x/} is an open (relative to t*) cover of Xxl there is an open cover <% of A" and an open cover Ü of X x I stacked over <% which refines the cover ß(v) (Eilenberg and Steenrod [3, p. 241, Lemma 5.6] ). Q. has the form {8 x w(8, i) : 8 e <W, i= 1,..., nó} where {<o (8, i) : i= 1,..., nô} is an open cover of/. Let w be an entourage in A" formed from *% by taking wx to be an element of Q¿ which contains x for each xe X. Then w, and hence u = w n a(t>), is a member of P(t); moreover, with reference to the edge loop {au : u eP(r)}, au~aw (mod w) and au~aaiv) (mod a(v)). Let au = a(l),..., a(&) and coj = {üj(waW, i) : i= 1,..., nj where {wa(j)xoe(waU), i) : i=l,..., n,} is the subset of Q. which is stacked over waUy Let Iq(m) = {t e I : \t -m2'Q\ ^2'"}, then for an integer q sufficiently large I" = {Iq(m) : m = 0, 1,..., 2"} is a cover of 7 which refines each of the covers ojj, j= 1,..., k, and also the cover yß(v). Let p(0, i) = (x0, i2~") and p(y, m) be a point in Arx/ such that waU)xIQ(m)<=ß(v)pU_m) (note that wa(/) x /9(m) ^ waU) x co(waW, i) for some integer i and the latter set is a member of fí). Define /3(t>)-edge paths fm and 7ym: fm=p(0, w),... we have pH(*/-i.o)) n»H(oO)#0)n vHWJM)¥¡0 for j=l,..., k; henee /¿~/7(</0) (mod d). Similarly f¿~/(«J, and by transitivity H(d0)~f(du) (mod t>). It can also be shown that H(dm)~H(dm + X) (mod p) for m = 0, 1,..., 23-l and that H($m) g(au) (mod p).
The integer q was chosen so that the cover {7"(w) : m = 0,..., 2"} refines yß(v).
Let t(m) el be such that IQ(m)<=yß(v)Hm>. Then the sequence c = 0, r(0), r(l),..., t(2q), 1 is a yß(v)-edge path in 7 from 0 to 1, and, by the proof of Theorem 3.5, c~bmv) (mod yß(v)), hence e(c)~e(bye(v)) (mod ß(v)). The ß(v)-edge path ijs =p(0,0), p(0, 1),..., p(0, s), where 5=2", is partitioned in e(c) and thus by Lemma 3.3, ■ns~e(c) . By transitivity Vs~c(byßiv)), whence H(-qs)~He(byeiv)) (mod v). Finally, from the preceding paragraph, f(au)~f(aa(v))~H(ds)~H(r¡s) * //(£,) * T/fo)-1 He(byHv)) * g(aa(v)) * He(byß(v))'1. Hence the proof is complete.
1. Let (X, r) and (Y, o) be topological spaces such that (X, P(t)) and ( Y, P(a)) are coherently connected ((X, t) and ( Y, a) path connected for example). If (X, t) and ( Y, a) are of the same homotopy type, then E(X, P(t)) is isomorphic to E( Y, P(o)). (The base point may be suppressed for coherently connected spaces.) 7. A Cech-type homology theory for pseudo-uniform spaces. Let (X, C) be a pseudo-uniform space. For each « g C, {ux : x e X} is a cover of X (by neighborhoods in the topology T(C)). An abstract simplicial complex K(u) can be associated with each entourage ue C where the vertices ux of K(u) are in 1:1 correspondence with points of X and a finite subset A={uxa),..., uxin)} is a simplex in K(u) if H «*«) is nonvoid. Let F¡¡(u) be they'th homology group of K(u) over an arbitrary coefficient group (Eilenberg and Steenrod [3, p. 166] ). Let u, veC with u^v. The identity function on X induces a projection puv: u^-v where « and v also denote the covers associated with these entourages. If p*v : H¡(u) -> H¡(v) is the induced homomorphism, then {(77,(w), p*v) : u, v e C} is a projective system over C directed by inclusion. Let H¡(X, C) be the projective limit. Ê}(X, C) is the yth Cech homology group of the pseudo-uniform space (X, C).
Let (X, t) be a topological space and let C be a pseudo-uniformity for X such that T(C) = t. The construction of Hj(X, C) differs from that of the usual Cech homology group Hj(X) in two respects: (1) the family of open covers generated by a base of open entourages for C may be a proper subfamily of Cov X. (2) The inclusion relation used to direct C is contained in the refinement relation. Proposition 7.1. Let (X, C) be a pseudo-uniform space and H,(X, C(i))=proj lim {(A,,/*.) : u, v e C(i)}
